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Investigation of spin effects in high energy reactions is a crucial problem of pertur-
bative QCD. The standard perturbative QCD calculations cannot explain such exper
imentally observable phenomena in hard and soft reactions [lj. 

(i) In hard processes (all kinematic variables are larger than the dimensional pa
rameters of the process: s, \t\, |u| ^> m?) the spin-flip effects are absent in the massless 
limit [2]. If we do not omit the quark masses, the spin-flip amplitude are suppressed 
as a power of s with respect to the spin-non-flip one. 
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(ii) In high energy reactions at small momenta transfer (a —» oo, <-(ixed) the 
i-channel exchange with vacuum quantum numbers (pomeron) contributes. The cal
culations of diagrams and their summations are usually performed in the leading log
arithmic approximation (see [3j e.g.). However the spin-flip amplitudes are absent in 
this approximation. 

Note that there are many spin experimental data at high energies and fixed mo
menta transfer. So the investigation of the pomeron spin structure is very important. 
The vacuum ^-channel amplitude is usually associated in QCD with the two-gluon ex
change [4]. The spinless pomeron was analysed in [5, 6, 7] on the basis of a QCD 
model with taking account of the nonperturbative properties of the theory. A similar 
model was used to investigate the spin effects in pomeron exchange. It was shown 
that different contributions like a gluon ladder [8] and quark loops (9, 10, l!|, may 
lead to the spin-flip amplitude growing as s in the limit s —» oo. As a result the spin-
flip amplitudes are suppressed only logarithmically with respect to the spin-non-flip 
amplitude 

I T„„n-iHp I a(m,«) I n s / s 0 ' 
Here and in what follows m = ,33GeV is the constituent quark mass and a is a 

function linearly dependent on |:| at large ]t|. This result confirms the absence of the 
spin-flip amplitudes only in the leading log approximation. 

The purpose of this paper is the investigation of the spin effects in quark-quark 
scattering that plays an important role in different high energy processes. Previously 
this high-energy subprocess was studied in the soft momentum transfer region. It was 
shown in [8] within the qualitative QCD analysis that the qq spin-flip amplitude grow
ing as s can be obtained in the &\ order. Such effects in qq scattering were calculated in 
[12] by the QCD long-distance model with the elements of perturbative theory together 
with the nonperturbativc propagators. In this paper the quantitative calculations of 
the spin effects in qq scattering will be performed in the crj order in the semi-hard 
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region .s —» ос, |(| > ICcV2 where the perturbative theory can be used. To solve 
this problem, we shall ralriilate the non-leading log terms of the scattering amplitude 
omitting only the power corrections of the order ]/s. The analysis of different matrix 
structure contributions to the spin-flip amplitude will be done too. Their magnitudes 
are not very small but they are strongly compensated for quarks on the mass-shell. The 
factorization of the spin-flip amplitude into the spin-dependent large-distance part and 
the high-energy spinless pomeron will be shown. This permits us to discuss the possible 
results of summation of the pomeron graphs in higher orders of QCD in the spin-flip 
contributions. 

Let us investigate the quark-quark scattering 

ЧМ +й{Рг) = я(Рз) + ? М -

In what follows we shall use the symmetric coordinate system in which the sum of 
quark momenta before and after scattering is directed along the z-axis 

Pi + PJ I n n ч / Рг + Рл . „ „ . 
V= — g — = » , 0 ' 0 ' ° - P * ' ' P = — 2 — = l P ° ' 0 ' ° ' - P ' ) ; 

and the momenta transfer Д, along i-axis [8] 

r = P L Z J * = E ^ = ( o , _ A / 2 , o , 0 ) . 

As a result 
p 2 = p' 2 = m» + ^ , (pr) = (p'r) = 0, a ~ 2(pp'). 

It is well known that the spin-flip amplitude growing as s is absent in the born 
two-gluon diagrams. This contribution can be obtained from more complicated ladder 
diagrams. We shall investigate the graphs drawn in figure 1. The role of other diagrams 
with the radiative corrections will be discussed later. It can be shown that the planar 
ladder diagrams have the following asymptotical behavior (see [13] e.g.) 

7*'°"(М)~"1п"И<6(0, (2) 

(а) (Ь) (с) 

Figure 1: The o j contributions to the spin-flip amplitude 
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where c is a color factor. Moreover, there are s —+ u crossing diagrams with crossed 
gluon lines. It is easy to see that the color factors in these cases are the same for the 
color singlet state in the г-channel. In the semi-hard region we have u ~ — s and the 
real parts are compensated in the sum of diagrams. As a result, we obtain 

T'Un(s,t) + T J-*"(5,/) ~ icsmr l n n _ 1 («)<*(*)• (3) 

So we can calculate only the imaginary parts of diagrams in the case of puincion 
exchange. 

In calculations we shall use the Feynman gauge because only the g^ terms in 
i-channel gluon propagators contribute to the leading ~ s terms of the scattering 
amplitudes and in the a? order we have no ghost contributions. Let us calculate the 
matrix element of the amplitude, Fig.l, with spin-flip in the upper quark line. In this 
case only the spin-non-flip matrix element in the lower quark line has a term growing 
as s for s —» oo. It is determined by the following structure [8] 

u + (p ' + r ) 7 " ( / + f+ m h " u + ( p ' - r) ~ V V " . (•!) 

To show that the spin-flip and non-flip amplitudes have a similar asymptotics as J> —» со, 
we shall write the matrix structure in the upper quark line for the diagram of Fig.lb 
as an example: 

K'WA =*lA?-f + я»У(* - f + "Wit + / + m) 7 ' a 
16(fcp'){/[*2 - r» - m 2 ] - 2f(VMS - 2m(fcp') + гс^ка!,',гиЪЪ)}. (5) 

Here we omit the terms proportional to (lp') which do not contribute to the leading 
asymptotic of the numerator (5). It is easy to see that the term proportional to jS' 
in (5) can lead only to the spin-non-flip amplitude but all other terms produce the 
spin-flip one. Moreover, the direct calculation of the matrix elements with the help of 
the results from [8] shows that both flip and non-flip amplitudes are growing as s2 in 
the s - t o o limit. So they are of the same order of magnitude. 

Now let us calculate the imaginary parts of the spin-non-flip matrix elements in the 
lower quark line (T;(s, t)) (see (4)) of the diagrams in Fig.l(a)-(c). They have the form 

Im(7;(a, ()) = с ' 2 ( ё р / d4d*l8ttP ~ fc)2 - TO'l6Kfc - ' ) 2 - mj] 

% / + < ) 2 - т 2 ] [ Л Г Ч Р : , ] (G}Cf*)l[(F(l±r)), (G) 

where r, is a color factor, m; and G\G} are the corresponding masses and functions 
from (channel propagators in the upper part of the graph, F(l ± r) are the gluuu 
propagators from the lower part of the graph, N?" is a matrix structure in the upper 
quark line. It is useful to perform the calculations in the light-cone variables 

k = ( ip+,fc_,t i) . ' = (»P+ , ' - , ' i ) . P± = 1>»±1>г-
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After integration with the ^-functions we obtain the following representation 

[ A T » ! . (G\G1) J[{F(I ± r » ] U-.'-.,-.v (7) 

Mere &_,/_,у are pole solutions of the 5-functions. For the investigated diagrams the 
functions О and /*' look as follows 

G!'2 = G? = 
l - i 

.r2», i 2 + (l - * )A 2 + {lcL 

\ -X 
±(1 --х)гхГ 

( 1 - • x ) 2 m 2 + x,V + [к L 

X 
± ( 1 - -*)r±)*' 

G< G°' ° c xW + (1 - i)A> + [fc± - fj. + irLY' 

where we introduce the mass A in the gluou propagators. It follows from (S) that in 
I he Л —> 0 limit wc have infrared singularities only from the gluon propagators F ( / ± r) 
in the lower part of the graph. All other propagators have no divergences in this limit. 

The numerators of the diagrams can be decomposed over the independent matrix 
structures 
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Л'."»', = I > . IV (9) 

Here we use the following definitions of these matrix structures 

Го = О , = Л i\ = А Р, - ^ ^ ™ , .\ = ™3tel. (,„> 
As a result of such normalization in (10) we have no energy dependences in the spin-flip 
and non-dip matrix elements of (Г,). It was mentioned when wc analysed the matrix 
structure of (5) that the Г 0 term contributes only to the spin-non-llip amplitude in the 
upper quark line. The T I . T J structures contributes to both the spin-Hip and пом-Hip 
amplitudes. The structures Гз,Г.| are determined by the antisymmetric terms in the 
ipiark line and lead to the spin-Hip cllccls only. This can be checked, for example, by 
a direct calculation of the matrix elements [S]. 

We do not want to calculate here the spin-non-llip amplitude connected with the 
I'D contribution. Note that there are nonvanishing parts in the limit x —> 0 at .V," in 
(!)). As a result, the main contribution to the integral (7) is determined by the region 
x ~ *u/" that leads to the additional /п(.ч/.ч0) factor. Just these terms were calculated 
ill diltemit papers (see [lit] e.g.) in llie leading log approximation. We shall analyse 
the Г| — Г., НГес1х here. They do not have the /||(.ч/.ч„) factor and have been omitted 
ill the previous cahiilalions. The forms of I he leading terms with respect to .< of Л',1' i;; 
(!l) together with the spin Hip matrix elements {A'/'" 1 /»',j/.)/(,,- for the graphs of г'Ьг. I 



А IB С 

л1 
l O m s 2 * 2 - 1 6 m . 9 2 i 2 12 т s 2 х(1 — .г) 

Л'2 - 8 s 2 x 2 ( l -x) 8 s 2 x 3 - 8 s 2 x ( l - х ) 2 

N3 20 5 2 х(1 - х ) 16 л 2 1 2 •Is 2 -
((<1х2 - 7х + 3) - (-I*2 - 10х + G) / Х /Д] 

Л' 4 - 2 0 s 2 х 0 - 1 2 s 2 -
[ ( 1 - 2 / , / Д ) ( 1 - * ) ] 

(-V),,., - 8 ms 2-
Дх 2 (1 - г ) 

-8ms 2 -
Дх 2 (1 -х) 

—4m s 2 • 
i ( l - х ) [ Д ( 1 -2х) -2lr\ 

Table ]: The leading s2 terms of the .V, amplitudes in (S) and the (otal spin-flip matrix 
elements (A'""''/>J1p[,}//.',, for the diagrams of Pig. l a c . 

are shown in Table 1. All functions in the table arc growing as s 2 . One power of * 
is compensated in the integral (7) and both the spin-flip and non-flip amplitudes are 
growing as s. 

The born two-gluon high-energy 'amplitude 0(a2) has a form 

(Г 2 '(5,«)) = / l S s ( M ) f o , (И) 
where 

A,*(,1t) = 4isalciJ<PlJ.l[(FV±rn, c, = ^ (12) 

with [F(l ± r)) determined in (8). 
For the Гi — Г4 contribution to the amplitudes Pig.l wc can write 
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(T,(s,t)) = £7?(*,0f*, (13) 
*=i 

it is easy to see that in (T0) and (7't) the integrals over cPkj_ and (PlL are factorized 
completely. Moreover, the integrals over (Pl^ coincide with the transverse integral in 
(12). So, we have 

A 

(Ta,b(S, 0 ) = 1 2 s ( s , 0 £ Пк

а,ь t k = 4 2»(s, I) Ba,b. (14) 

This factorization can be proved for the {Tc} term on the basis of some approximations 
only and we use (14) as a definition for Bc 

(TC(SJ)) = A24s,t) Bc. (15) 
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For the sum of (11) and the amplitudes from Fig.l we can write 

(Па,1)) = А*(*,1)[Г0+ J2 Я]. (16) 
i—a..c 

Calculating the spin-noii-flip and spin-flip matrix elements in the upper quark line from 
(16) we have 

<Г(М)) п < г а-/, ,р = A2°(s,t) (1 + 0(a,)), 

(Г(М))/к,. = A*(M) £ $ W < 1 7 ) 
i=a..c 

As it wis mentioned previously, in (17) we do not calculate the contribution of the a* 
terms to the (T(s,/))„„„-//,>. 

The results of calculations of different spin-flip structures #*(,{Г\}/;,,, together with 
the full spin-flip amplitude (Д,,<,)/|;р determined in (14) for the diagrams of Fig.la,b are 
shown in Figure 2ru,b. In calculation we use as = .3 which is typical for |g 2 | = \GcV2 

and A = AGeV. One can see that the individual contributions are not very small as 
compared to unity (the magnitude of the spin-non-flip amplitude after extracting the 
. l 2 3 ( s , () term). But they are different in sign and compensate each other essentially in 
the total amplitude. For example, the sum of the terms proportional to ( f i ) , (Гз), (Г 4) 
is equal to zero and only (Г\) contributes to the amplitude (Ва)/цр. The role of indi
vidual graphs (Fig.l) in the total spin-flip amplitude (Д-)я,> is shown on Fig.2c. The 
magnitude of the nonplanar amplitude {BJfnp is smaller than 10 per cent of the planar 
contributions. The total spin flip amplitude is about 2 per cent of the (Т(а,<))„ о п_/кр. 
The results of calculations do not depend practically on A due to the nonsingular be
havior of all propagators in the d2kj_ integrals. Note that the smallness of the resulting 
spin-flip amplitude is caused by the compensation of different contributions, which is 
possible only for the quarks on the mass shell. Really, the model investigations of the 
79 elastic scattering at high energies [It, 12] show that the off-mass-shell effects in the 
quark loop increase the spin-flip amplitude essentially. 

We analyse the role of the radiative corrections to the spin effects too. When we 
evaluate the leading s asymptot JCS of these amplitudes using the standard technique in 
the a representation, the furthei smallness ~ o 2 \/s occurs from the extra s- channel 
propagator. This small magnitude can be compensated by large scalar products in 
the numerator. This has happened for the spin-non-flip amplitude which behaves as 
sins [13]. However, SIK.H large terms are absent in the f i — Г 4 contributions and 
they are not growing as s. Thus the radi..tive graphs do not contribute to the leading 
asymptotic terms of the spin-flip amplitude. This result was confirmed by the numerical 
calculations. 
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Fig.2 (a,b) The contributions of the 
different structures < В*"*1 >/цр of 
the diagrams Fig. la,b: full curve - the 
total spin-flip amplitudes; contribu
tions of the different structures; bro
ken curve - for the Г,, dots - for the 
Г 2 , dotted line - for the Г3, dots-dash 
- for the Г4 

Fig.2 (c) The spin-flip amplitudes 
< B?J! >№> (marked by a - c); full 
curve - sum of the amplitudes 

So we sec that the diagrams, Fig.la,b, determine the high energy contribution to 
the spin-flip amplitude. It was shown previously that we have a full factorization 
of the transverse integrals in these terms. As a result, the amplitude В in (ll,l(i) 
contains only the integration over (Pk^ from the sum of the upper parts of graphs. 
Fig. I a,b. ЛИ momenta in these subgraphs arc about p {)>' components are suppressed 
by л). Thus these parts of diagrams arc at low energies because we cannot obtain any 
large magnitude ~ s from the scalar products of the momenta. This leads us to the 
roiicliihion that we obtain the factorization of high energy (Л2*) and low energy (W) 
contributions in the spin-flip amplitude in the f*J order 

( 'C;K0W = A > , «){«(<)). /br im 
We hope that the spin-Hip amplitudes in higher a, orders are determined by similar 

contributions, where the low-energy spin-flip part is the subgraph 1} near the valence 
ipiark. Ill this case the diagram iiuisl fall into two parts which are at low and high 
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energies 
('/;.,., (S.t))tup = Ali[sJ){mt))flip (]9) 

with the same li(t) as in (IS), ilerc Л 0£(я,/) is a ladder two-gluon graph of the order 
r>" for qq high-energy scattering. In this case the spin-flip amplitude obtained as a 
result of (he summation of these high energy pomeron graphs can be of the same 
energy behavior as (he spin-non-flip amplitude 

| i 7 > " > 1 | - (BW)m- (20) 
I ' non-Jlip I 

This quantity is of the order of as. However the consistent investigation of this problem 
is very complicated. 

So, the gluons in the high energy ladder diagrams of qq elastic scattering at (-fixed 
make the spin-flip amplitude growing as .s. This means the existence of the spin-fiip 
part in ponieron exchange. It is shown that the main contribution in this case comes 
fiom the planar diagrams of the form, Kig.la,b. The obtained results confirm the 
factorization in the spin-flip part of (he pomeron exchange of the large-distance effects 
(!}(()}JH,, and the high energy spinlcss two gluon amplitude / l 2 j ( s , ()• We observed this 
ИГес! in our previous model investigations [11]. The ratio of the spin flip and non-flip 
amplitudes is not very large for the on-mass-shell quarks (only a few per cent), but this 
function can be energy-independent (20) or decrease only logarithmically with growing 
energy (1). The role of the off-mass-shell effects of the wave functions in the semi-hard 
region must be analysed in future investigations. 
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Голоскоков СВ., Селюгин О.В. Е2-93-164 
Спиновые эффекты в кварк-кварковом рассеянии 
при высоких энергиях 

Выполнен анализ спиновой структуры амплитуды кварк-кваркового 
рассеяния при высоких энергиях и передачах импульса \t\ >1ГэВ. Пока
зано, что в КХД в диаграммах порядка а% глюонные вклады приводят к 
спин-флиповой амплитуде, растущей пропорционально s Это означает 
существование спиновых эффектов при высоких энергиях в реакциях, оп
ределяемых померонным обменом. Найденная амплитуда с переворотом 
спина ту составляет несколько процентов от амплитуды без переворота 
спина. Получена факторизация вкладов области больших расстояний и 
высокоэнергетических эффектов в Ту. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 
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Goloskokov S.V., Selyugin O.V. E2-93-164 
Spin Effects in High Energy Quark-Quark Scattering 

The spin amplitudes in high-energy quark-quark scattering at 11\ > lGeV 2 

are analyzed. It is shown that the gluon contributions in the QCD a | order lead 
to the spin-flip amplitude growing as s. This means the existence of the spin-flip 
part in pomeron exchange. The resulting ту is about few per cent of the spin-
non-flip contribution. The factorization of the large-distance and high-energy 
effects in the spin-flip amplitude is obtained. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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